Cal Poly Master Plan Update
Advisory Committee

Circulation and Transportation

Meeting 3  December 5, 2014
8-10am    Room: uu 216

Note Room change

AGENDA

A. Welcome

B. Review of Summary Notes from November 14 Meeting

C. Status of Data Requests and Online Repository

D. Update on the Process – Open Houses, Academic Plan

E. Questions for this session:
   - Circulation system for the campus core: 1) Should the design and operation of
     the campus core circulation system further reduce (or simply eliminate) car traffic
     (notably, on North Perimeter and University)? 2) Does that mean closing
     streets to vehicular traffic (except for emergency, delivery, handicapped access and,
     possibly, transit/shuttle) or re-designing streets to a more multi-modal and
     pedestrian-friendly configuration? 3) Should a connection between Highland (or
     California) and Grand/Perimeter be moved farther north (on either side of the
     creek) rather than the current route through the campus core? 4) What are the
     implications of these changes to off campus residential areas?

   - (This relates to A, above): Should there be a modal hierarchy within the campus
     circulation system?

   - What are the criteria for determining “appropriate” locations, amounts and
     purposes of parking?

Future Meetings:

- JANUARY 23, 2015  8-10AM  BUILDING 10, ROOM 241 (10-241)
- FEBRUARY 20, 2015  8-10AM  BUILDING 10, ROOM 241 (10-241)
- MARCH 13, 2015  8-10AM  BUILDING 10, ROOM 241 (10-241)

Facilitator: Mike Multari  mjmultari@aol.com
http://masterplan.calpoly.edu/